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Cost of
Life?

Sanford Lewis
According to thtrd-year student Son·
ford Lt>wl.tt the p rop osed Rr?JJIIIotonReform A ct shQuld l>e renam ed the •'Give
David Stockman o Pree Hontl Act. ·• The
legislolio n. which ts Cllrrtmtly pendmp, In
th£ Un ited S tares Sl'note, would requlrt
the oppllcotton of cost-benefit orroii·M\ to
all major rexulotlons, both exislln/1 and
proposed. Tomght Lewis will toile about
the AN and its tffect 0 11 produ,·t s<~,{l'tv,
U«Upotionol hr?olth and nuclear reurtnr
rnulotion as a part oj the Enwronmentul
Lu~t· Soctety \ /!orrh wou:h serie.t. earlttr
thiS week he talked with R.G. £d11or C11b

Schwan:
Q. What is wrong with requiring
cost-benefit a nalys is of proposed
regulations ?
A. Cost-benefit ana lysis is
basically a tool, but it is a tool that is
subject to more a buses than most
other (.()()Is.
Q . Wby?
A. Because what you call costs and
what you call benefits, which costs
and benefits you choose to ignore,
and how you weigh them are
ideological choices.
Q. For example?
A. Say you bave an OSHA standard thal costs one miJijon dollars to
save one worker 's life. You a re a
regulator and you say that money
could be better spent elsewhere, for
example to save a hundred Jives
through auto safety. What that
ignores is that the wor ker is s ubJect
lo special ' r isks that other elements
of society are not as subjed to. A
good example is the cancer risk in
chemical factories. To say that one
million dollars is too much to spend
for that life ignores that basic
question or equity.
Q. So the value of a life in one
project might be di(ferent from the
value of a life in another?
A. Right. It depends on the kind of
problem you are t.alking about. Con-

see Lewis , page 3
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School Computer Stolen
by Matthew Kiefer
The Law School's Apple computl!r,
worth about $3,000, was reported stolen
from the computer center on the seventh floor of the Legal Resea rch
Bui lding shortly a ft er dedication
ceremonies for the Libra ry Addition
ended a week ago Saturday.
The theft, reported first to Campus
Security at 8: 15 p.m. last October 31,
has been turned over to the Ann Arbor
Police Department, where it l s the subject or "an ongoing investigation." according Lo Assitanl Direct.or of Campus
Security Leo Heatley. De tective

Lieutenant Heath of the Ann Arbor
Police Department said there a re as yet
" no suspects in the case.;,
Accorcting to an 'incident report' filed
by cus todial s uper visor Margaret
Cheney, the theft was discovered when
two students a ltempted to sign out a
key to tbe facility (rom the Library CircuJalion Desk at about 7,:00 p.m. on
Saturday. When the key could not be
located, Cheney was ca11ed to open the
door to the facility. Discovering the
computer to be missing, she thenccilled
Campus Security. There were no signs
offorcedentryinto the room.

Professor Lay~an Allen, the
facility 's fac ulty supervisor , had
noticed the computer was missing at
about 10 :00 Saturday morning, a ccor ding to a student assistant director of
the facility, Tom Lewry. Prof. AUen
assumed, however,.that the computer's
removal was authorized and so did not
r eport the theft. The computer was last
seen by student Jim Robertson, who
checked out o( the facility at 11 :30 p.m.
tbe night before, according to Lewry.
No name a ppears on the sign out sheet
after 11 :30 p.m.

see Theft. page2

Helmet Law
Ripped by
the 'Briefs'
by Joe Harrug
Despite lobbying efforts by motorcyc le groups, Michigan lawma ke rs
voted last Thursday to npprove the
helmet law, thus tempora r ily chiiJing
t he debate over the state's policy of imposing paterna listic regulations tha t
restr ict personal freedoms .
'l'he Leather Briefs, a motorcycle
club composed mostly of Michigan Jaw
students, who urge repeal or the helmet
regulation. suggest- in a rare moment
of sobriety- that persons favoring the
belmet Law a re biased, non-riding individuals who find it too easy to support
legislation that doesn't influence them
personally.
Members of The Leather Briefs feel
insulted by the stereotype or cycle
groups as ouUa w clubs with no insurance and suicidal tendencies. a nd they
insist tha t the average motor ist bas
enough common sense to decide
whether to wear a helmet. They prefer
t.o frame the issue in terms of prochoice, not anti-helmet
Although The Leather Briefs'

see Leatber Briefs.
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Members of the Law School 's in-house motorcycle gang,
" The Leather Briefs," pose in front of Angell hall. From left
rear: Jerry D' Avanzo; Ben Yardley; F red "Pledge" Snow :
R0$0l'!la<Photoby Paul l!ft3Jir<lm
Shawn Holliday : a nd Joe Cohn.

LIBERALS SQUARE OFF

Parental Rights on the Line
by J err BlaJte
EIJen Tickner is a liberal. She says so
herself. She bas worked on a class action suit on behalf of female felons in
the state or Michigan, taught research
and writing skiUs to prisoners, and is
" very sensitive to prisoner issues, in
particular to women prisoner issues.
Yes," Tickner says, "I call myseU a
liberal, absolutely."
And what a re her liberal friends
calling her these days? " That's not for
publication.'' Tickner says. " But we're
not speaking right now. It's been the
nastiest litigation I 've ever been involved in. And don't say anything more
about that. "

Tickner, supervising attorney for the
law school's Child Advocacy Clinic.
argued before the Michigan Supreme
Court last month to terminate Debbie
· Finney's parental rights, and to keep
control of Finney's three-year-<>ld child
in the hands of the girl's Coster parents,
care of the Department of Social Services (DSS). The court has not yet
decided the case.
On the other side of the issue, bebind
Finney, is " the entire liberal bar of the
state of Michigan," Tickner says. That
includes the Women's Justice Center,
the Wayne County Neighborhood Legal
Services. and. as amicus curiae, the
ACLU, National Lawyers' Guild and

Prison Legal Services.
''They're aU lined up behind the
mother," Tickner says. ' 'And who's
Hoed up behind the kid? Me.·· A short
queue.
The DSS found out about Debbie F inney in 1977 when, as a prisoner at the
Huron VaUey Correctional Center, she
was round to be pregnant. The
pregnancy developed when Debbie was
a t large following her conviction for
carryi ng a concealed weapon and
possession of heroin. Alter her escape.
a nd subsequent arrest, she was again
convicted Cor attempted possession and
delivery of heroin. Finney will not be

see Parenta l Rights, page 2
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Theft,

Parental Rights, ! rampage

from page I

The components actuaJiy taken did
not include the monitor-a display
screen much like a television screen,
and the lar gest and most va luable com·
ponent - but did include sever a l
manuals a nd all of the progra m storage
disks. The missing components were
s mall enough. according to Lewry. lo
in a suilcase. and could be carried
a way by one person.
The computer, installed last
February. was us ed pr imanly by
students for a variety of video games.
some of the m arcade games and others
of the ad\ enture \'ariety. In addition,
about 3 or 'I s tudents used the computer
for resea rch proje'cts for various
professors. according to Lewry.
1'he theft was "a very sad thing," ob·
ser ved FacUlty Director Peter Ward,
who noted that the lheft was covered by
insurance Although lhe computer will
be replaced as soon as possible, "we're
not sure wtth what." Ward said. adding
that more advanced models have come
on the market smce lhe Apple Two Plus
was ordered by the Law School a year

nt

agb.

Ward speculated that the theft was
not the work of a law student, who

would ha,-e m or e,!o gain by having free
access to it at school. He said that, due
to a general philosophy of information
sh ari ng a mong Ap ple user s, the
existence of the Apple here was known
to a sizeable user group around cam·
pus. a ny member of which could have
ta ken iL "Our information-shar ing
philosophy: · Ward noted ironically,
" probably was our dow ofa II "
In a similar vein, Lewry observed
that the thjef or thieves probably were
famtliar with the Apple. because they
took all of the 11\anuals except one,
which happened to be the least useful
manual of the eight or so at the facility.
Detective Lieutenant Healh comment·
ed thal computer thefts are ·•a little
tough to investigate," because the
stolen items are not generally sold to
pawnbrokers or other dea lers required
by law to report sertal numbers of all
used items. Rather , he said. they are of·
ten resold to businesses or kept for
home use.
Si nce the theft. a new sign-up
procedure has been tnslituted at the
Circulation desk. Where previously no
1.0. was required to sign out a key, a
Law School I.D. is now necessary

Leather Briefs,
primary function is to quaff pitchers or
beer on Fr1day afternoons. they also
advocate lhe followmg in motorcycle
safety reform mandatory helmet laws
for 16 2J year olds. a motorcycle sa(ety
coun;e a a prerequisite for a cycle
license, and tn1ortnal refresher courses
-in cycle snfety.
The controversial helmet Ia" issue
has been a tough one for both national
and local government officials. When
the Department of Transportation an·
nounced to 1966 that it would Withhold
highway funds from any state not
requ1ring cychsts to wear protective
headgear
49
states, including
M1ch1gan, reacted by enacting helmet
laws Then tn 1976, a persuasive cycle
lobby conv1nced Congress to overturn
the regulation : consequently, 30 states
repealed their helmet laws, though
Michigan legjsJators refused to yield to
the msislcnl cyclists
Basically, those who favor the bel mel
law argue in terms of safety. Fatalities
and serious head mjuries increase, they
clatm, 10 slates that permit bareheaded cyclists. These accidents cause

Jrompagel

increases in both the cosl and anguish
to the rest of soc1ety. Unfortunate and
unnecessary accidents Cthat could be
avoided with helmets ) escalate Insurance rates and hospital costs, strain
the resources of police depa rtments
and rehabilitation facililses, and shatter the lives of motorists Involved in
cycle collisions.
Those who encourage helmet Jaw
repeal rebut the "safety" arf(Ument by
citing Department of Treasury
stattslics which show that the number
of head injuries and fataiJties from
head mjuries remained the 'Same before
and after repeals.
Others stand behind human rights
arguments and claim that paternalistic
regulations such as the helmet lnw suppress individual liberty
AS compelling as these arguments
may seem. lhey failed to persuade
Michigan legislators lo repeal the
helmet law. But cycle groups like the
Leather Briefs. if they remam true to
form, will continue to challenge lhi~
paternalistic law by demandm~. Why
not let those who nde dectde?

DO YOU KNOW WHERE
YOUR FRIENDS ARE?
It it's between 11 :00 a.m . and 2:00a.m. they' re probably at
PIZZA BOB'S masticating the munchies away, ingesting ep1cu
rean delights, imbibing impossibly delicious potables, submitting
their taste buds to salacious assau lts of indescribable ecstacy.
to
O r • in other words , they probably slud on down to P.B.'s
2
wrap t hemselves a round one of the best tasting meals in A .

PIZZA

PIZZA

BOB'S

BOB'S

665-4517

...

eligible for parole until som etime in
1983.

The DSS, asserting j urisdiction over
the child, Taurus. placed Taurus in a
foster home. then ins tituted ter·
mina t ion p roceedi ngs befor e the
Washtenaw County P robate Coutt. The
court's jur isdlclion, which both Tickner
and Bob Gillett, chief counsel for the
mother. agree Is the key issue in the
case (termination is permissible only if
jurisdiction is established), is based on
a Mjchigan statute permitting ju.risdic·
tion of the court when. for a variety or
reasons, the chtld is left wilbout
" proper custody or guardtanship.''
CThe constitutionality of the ter·
mination statutes is also in question,
but Tickner a nd Gillett believe the case
will r ide on the jurisdictional question .l
The Probate Court awarded termination, the Circuit Court upheld it on
appeal, and then lhe Supreme Court.
before taking the case for argument,
remanded 1l to Probate Court for
clar ification of certain facts , primanly
to determine whether the child had
been left with " proper custody or guar·
dianship " And that's what the case
seems to turn on.
Taurus can't stay In prison with her
mother, and her natural falher is in jail
and out of the picture. But after initially
refusing to lnke the child. Finney's
sister, Michelle Thomas. who already
cares for one of Fmney's other children
fa third is llvmg with Finney's grand·
mother>. agreed to lake Taurus tn.
Sort of
ln its remand findings. the Probate
Court found that "There is considerable
uncertainty as to thl' terms upon which
Mrs Thomas would be willing to take
Taurus, for she indicated she would not
wish to be a mer(' short-term tern·
porary caretaker only to have the child
abruptly removed from her." In other
words, Finney's sister set a condition
on her canng for the child. a condition
which Tickner says Ftnney has not
agreed to Thus. the argument goes,
there is no custodtal arrangement. and
no " proper custody or guardianship."
Gillett, Finney's attorney. disagrees.
" Families make plans for kids all the
time that a ren't written in contract
form ," Gillett says "But that doesn't
mean there's a custody dispute. Irs so
that years m advance
hypothetic.al
whal wtll be done if th1s and that hap
pen, and they'r e arguing lhal lh1s
makes
her
Ms
Thomas !
" unavailable" as a proper guardian.
There s JUS I no place or standing for the
DSS to get into a case llke this.··
Gillett. of Wayne County Neigh·
borhood Legal Services. also scorns the
DSS position that Ms Thomas' home is
unsuilable for Taurus CGillett and
Tickner agr~ that the court is apt to
use a "suitability and avnilability'· lest
for determimng whether proper
custody arr ngeme.nt.s exist>.
" The DSS hst..s four grounds aJleging

unsuiLabiHty;• Gillett says. "That she
1Ms . Thomas> has a job, that she's get·
ling divorced, that she's got no per·
manent baby-sitter, and lhat she bas
three other children. Well just think
how many families that descr ibes
Without allegations of physical abuse or
neglect. you just can't have the DSS
stepping into these situations."
The ACLU agrees, and Gillett feel!
that the neOO to limit the stale's right lQ
mterfere w1lh a parent's rights is what
drew the other groups into the case a
well
Butlhts case is not just one of State "
lndivtduaL There is also the matter of
the child's best interests, and that s
where Gillett agrees the case presents a
problem . " The ioilial though ts ol
almost everyone ar e for the kid ·~
situation,'' he says. " And compared tc
the average care a child gets in a foster
home.
this
CTaurus '
present
placementl •s a good arrangement Bul
let me say it this way: I do not feel batl
plactng Taurus with Michelle Thoma:
and her family. I've known her for a
long time and I've got no qualms."
In short, Gillett characterizes thE
case as one of ··wrute mlddle-c~
social workers imposing their behefs or.
third-world families. They want to kee~
the kid out of a home tha t 'might be 2
lillie crowded,' and put her where 'ShE
might be a little happier .' The D~
should distinguish these cases from lht
serious ones "
T1ckner puts a little more weigh;
behind Taurus' "best 1nterests." In he:
brief she desc ribes Taur us' fostPt
parents as her "psychological par
ents, " and paints a horror picture abou
Taurus gelling " bounced around'
Inter.
"J think the cutting edge betweer
people who hne up behind the paren!
and those who line up behind the k1d ·
Tickner says, ''i~ how much they kno\l
about chiJd development. The !om~·
term p~ychological effects of getun
bounced around are devastating. I don ·
think there's any disagreement that thE
kids need a stable. permanen·
caretaker. ll's just an awful situation
It's also a n awful situation for
Tickner, who doesn't like being a lonel)
llberul. " This whole case crea tes a lol
of angul.c;h for me,·· Tickner says. · l
feel terrible. Think about il: Here you
could argue that the criminal justtce
svc;tem IS sexist. that it's racist. a...t
that tl JUSt doesn't work very we1J for
poor people. and that this woman ~
really _t.tetlm~ the short end of the dea
"We lock all these women up
I
lh€$e parents. for crimes that don'tsc
volve the1r children. Then on top •'
everything else we take away lheuchildren. That's gut-wrenching. It's .)USI
so . tt"s just so unfair. And I reel for
that I feel strongly for that.
...But unfal.l' as that is, I come back l
Why s hould we make another \'ict m
out of the child?"

KISS OFF
INFlATION
PJC'K l 1P YOUR £!ill.. DISCOU NT

c',\RO
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UPTOWN

Copgq_uick

810 S. STATE ST.
665·4518

1;>11 SQIJ'rn UNIVEASI1Y

169-0060
CON\ItNIENll'f LOC ... TlO ACROSS FROM 1HE CAMPUS THEAlER
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off copy inc
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Notices
December Senior Da)'-All J .D.,
M.C.L. & LL.M, Grads. The purpose of
Senior Day is to' honor the graduating
The Res Gestae welcomes notices con- class in a way more personal than
cerning law school or ganizations and possible at a University-wide
events. Notices must be typed, and ceremony, though it is not Intended to
must appear in that Wednesday's issue. take the place of the University' ComThey may be dropped off in the Drop mencement e~ercises.
Box next to the Senate office Copposite Please pick up and complete the
Room 218 Hutchins Hall) or at the R. G. registration form outside Room 302 or
offiee in Room 311 of the Legal Research Hutchins HaJJ and then give it to Lillian
~uilding <off the Reading Room ).
~ FriWer (in 302). Announcements will
be available to you to send to your
guests. Come early 1
Anyone interested in learning about
It is important that we know whether
creating public interest jobs and exeach graduating senior is or is not planpanding access to justice through the
ning to attend, si~c~ seating
Equal Justice Foundation should come
arrangements are made so as to
to a Bradwell Fellowship Program
facilitate the awarding of cer tificates to
organizational meeting on Thursday,
each member of the class present. We
November 12, at 12:30 in room 132 Hut·
would greatly appreciate hearing from
chins Hall.
you on this matter as soon as possible.
Messenger Wanted : Preferably a law
Backgammon tournament for law
student who c~n work two hours a day:
students
and others will be held Thursome heavy lifting
required.
sday, November 19, at 7:00 in the
S4.00/ hour. If interested see Ann
Lawyers Club Lounge. Please bring a
La Vacque, 7'1:7 Legal Research Bldg.
board i f ~ou have one.
U you ordered a 1980 Yearbook and
The National Energy and Polley Inyour local address in the first draft of
stitute has announced its sixth annual
the Director y outside of room 100
essay competition. Students are Invited
earlier this week was incorrect, call
to submit an essay on any legal subject
the publishers of the book to insure a
related to energy, including oil and gas
correct mailing. Their toll-free number
Jaw, federal regulation of natural gas,
IS 800-227-894\. Inform them that you
federal price control. development of
are a University of Michigan Law
Student
energy resources on state and federal
land, pri vate coal development ,
The International Law Society will
nuclear power, utilities, solar energy,
sponsor a talk by Donald Newsome,
or other topics.
former United States Ambassador to
Submissions must have been
Libya, the Philippines, and Indonesia ,
prepared between February L, 1981 and
on Monday evening, November 16.
January 31, 1982. Papers s ubmitted for
Check the ILS bulletin board for details.
academic credit are eligible, but
There will be a sign-up sheet for dinner
papers prepared as part of paid legal
before the talk. Also, ILS members are
work outside the la w are not.
encouraged to stop by the ILS office
Essays must be submitted by
during the day or evening to check upFebruary 1. 1982. The best essay will
coming events, provide suggestions,
receive an award of $300. For furth~r
etc. The office is available to you as a
information, see Prof. Aleinikoff.
student lounge.

'Notices Policy~

Students Get Chance
to-Review Clinic

by Cliff Douglas
The future of the Law School's
clinical pr ogram was the topic of
discussion at t he Student Senate
meeting Monday night.
Pr esident Doug Ellmann announced
that an open meeting, to discuss the
Clinic's attributes and drawbacks, shall
be conducted. on Thursday, November
19, {rom 2:30 to 4 :30, in Room 116.
" Dean Cooper and the other faculty
members ," EHmann s a id, " have
graciously consented to allow interested students to voice their opinions
about the clinical program, and the
Senate wishes to thaok the committee
members for this opportunity."
Senate members agreed tO circulate
sign-up s heets among the student body

to encourage student attendance and
participation at the meeting.
The Senate also considered a
sugges tion- not yet an official
motion- by Secretary Rick Scarola to
increase the Student Senate fee from
five to te.n dollars per semester. The
most prominent reasons for increasing
the fee ,. Scar ola explained, are to
augment student committee budgets
and to keep pace with ever-increasing
administrative costs. He pointed out,
moreover, that the fee has not been
altered "in five or six years."
ln other business, the Senate announced last week that Ute 198(Hil yearbooks shall be delivered to students at
the end of November.

If so, aHend a TEST
SUCCESS SEMINAR and
find out how the safe,
effective method of
hypnosis can help youlnc r e ae e : concentration ,
memory, recall, confidence.
test scores, menial con trol.
and relaxation ; d ecrHM:
test anxiety , stress.

Condu ct e d tly TERRI WHITE
AN M S Uypnotheropltl

/

PlACE: UNIVfiSITl OF
MICHIGAN lEAGUE
N. Unlverelty & Fletche r
3rd Floor llb<ory

DATES: Either - Now. 16,
Dece111ber 2, Dece111ller 7,
or Dece111ber 14.
TIMES: 7:00-1 :30 p.111.
FIE: Sli.OO
( Register'" odvol"'<.e or ot the door )

PHONE: 6 . .. 1M3
(fOilniO<motlon)

FREE CASSEnE
FOR REINFORCEMENT

Lewis,

f rom page 1 •

Sider the possibility of deaths in a
nuclear catastrophe. Society t.ends
to prefer to prevent single event
disasters as op.J>OSed to 50,000 deaths
on t he highways . P art of the
question is determining how much the
prevention of a catastrophe is worth.
You can't just put a single value on
all lives.
Q. Are you concerned about the
government valuing human lives
because it undervaJues them?
A. There is a tendency to undervalue lives. But I think the very act
of putting a pr ice on life cheapens it.
Q . But isn't it necessary?
A. I don't think it necessarily is.
Even the Regulatory Reform Act
doesn't require valuing lives. ltjust
says you can " quantify intangible·
benefits." The real problem with the
Act is that it takes issues like ~quity
and catastrophe value tha t are
political questions and it r emoves
them from a politically accountable
decision-maker. The Act gives
Congress a real easy out on this.
People really don't understand costbenefit analysis. ll sounds pretty
inert So Congress pa~es it and then
Reagan and his cronies get a hold of
the tool and they can -say any costs
outweigh any benefits.
Q. In other words, it's not a good
idea because It can be manipulated?
A. And it will be. It's pretty obvious from the other things that are
going on today that the ideology in
Washington now is a lot different

than when a Jot of the existing Jaws
were passes. But the 'ideology of the
American people hasn't changed all
that much. The problem. is that the
Act suddenly opens up all those past
agency decisions to the broadest
weighing of costs and benefits.
Q . What a~e the chances that the
Act will be passed?
A. The word I got while I was in
Washington this summer is that it
will eventually pass- in one form or
another . ljusthopeitdoesn'tpass in
the form it's in now.
Q. Who is behind the legislation ?
A. Well Laxalt is the principal
sponsor, but he got a lot of other
people to sign on {51 in aU , including
Senators Kennedy. Metzenbaum and
a handful of other Democra ts] .
Whether they know what is in it or
not, or what it involves is another
question.

the. FEAR of

.FAJLINc
can be m o re devastating than failing. As a fir st step towards extricating yo urself from the clutches o f
fe ar, Sflnd for a copy of DOES FAILING MAKE ME A FAILURE???
$ 3 . 00 (in NJ $ 3.1 5) p ayable to
WCTD.

SPECIAL REQUEST - If yo u know someoa1e
who has failed a bar e xam , please ask rum or
he r to contact:

WCTD Publishers
PO Box 1783
Newark, NJ 0 7101

...
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Curriculum
Change·s
Since the start of this semester the Curriculum Committee has been considering various
proposals which would change the first year
curriculum. The Committee is due to make
specific recommendations to the faculty by the
end of the term. On October 27th the three
student members of the Committee released a
memorandum which detailed the proposals and
called for student response.
Among the changes being considered are the
addition of Constitutional Law to the first year as
a required course, the creation of a course tentatively entitled Legal Process, designed to
acquaint the beginning student with such topics
as the structure of the judicial system and common law development, and the teaching of one
first-year class in a small section.
We agree with the proposal to add Con Law to
the first-year curriculum. Con Law is a " building
block" course which so pervades most other
areas of study that an early acquaintance with it
will help the student in every subsequent course
he or she elects.
The most glaring weakness in the current
first-year program-an inconsistent and incomplete legal writing program-is not directly
addressed by the Committee's proposals-. To deal
with this problem we recommend that the Committee consider scrapping the existing Writing
and Advocacy program in favor of a multidimensional two-semester course.
This new course would ideally be taught in
small sections of 25-30 students by a faculty
member assisted by one or more third-year
students. The mechanical portion of the class
would focus on the development of legal research
and writing skills, and could be the prime
responsibility of the student teaching assistants.
However, unlike the current Writing and Advocacy program, the new course would have
direct faculty involvement and would be intertwined with the substantive asp~ts of a course.
We would also like to see the writing program
shift its · emphasis to more frequent, shorter
projects.
With regard to the substantive aspects of this
new course, we propose that it incorporate many
different ideas. For example, the first portion of
the course would be devoted to the teaching of
the background topics contained in the proposed
Legal Process course . As the semester
progressed the course would shift gears to mor.e
closely examine the ethical issues facing today's
lawyer, much like the present Lawyers and
Clients course. We feel that exploration of these
i~sues is important and particularly appropriate
for small group discussion. Students will receive
not only the benefits of a s mall class setting,
including individual attention and the development of student-faculty rapport, but also of more
lively class participation.
In this limited space we can provide only a
skeletal view of our proposals, and thus run the
risk of being rejected summarily. And we
recognize that our proposals have costs, such as
the probable elimination of the first-year elective, staffing problems, and the possible loss of
some upper-class offerings. But, it is our belief
that the first year is the most important of our
legal education, and the present inadequacies in
the first-year program are serious enough tha t
changes are warranted.

Censorship·in Hutchins?
To the Editor:
A little over a year ago two
members of a fledgling
student organization posted
announcements for the
group's first meeting. The two
were careful to post the flyers
just before midnight, in hdpes
of a voiding the custodians'
clean-up.
'
After 35 minutes the two
returned to their lockers,
pleased it had taken only that
long to cover the Quad.
However, in this short time
most of the signs they had put
up in the student lounge had
already come down. The
custodial staff had finished
cleaning over an hour earlier.
A lot has happened since
then. Lesbian/Gay Law
Students has grown. Our ac·
tivities have expanded from
holding occasional m~tings

to sponsoring speakers and
films as~well as participating
in workshops with similar
groups at other law schools.
Still, one feature remains the
same-a cinema handbill will
stay on the wall indefinitely
while we put up four flyers in
as many days. And we are not
the only organization to have
experienced such vandalism .
This pattern peaked a few
weeks ago. During the library
dedication some must have
felt it unseemly to have
'·Lesbian/Gay Law Students"
emblazoned on a student activities bulletin board. After
three weeks of tolerance, the
placard on our board in the
basement of the library came
down three limes in a week
and a half. The last time the
torn pieces were nicely tucked
behind one of our other
postings.

Our reactions a re -mixed.
ranging from anger to disappointment. If those tearing up
signs are law students. they
exhibit a handicap incompatible with .the profession.
They study the letter of the
law while failing to act by its
spirit. Regardless of who is
actually tea ring placards
down, lhe fact remains that it
is being done. This urge to
destroy is not offset by the
fear of revealing a callous
disregard for the right of free
speech.
To a great extent, the Jaw
school and the legal profession
is a community that depends
upon mutual support. Our
hope and expectation is that
our colleagues will defend
others 'right of free speech by
confronting those who would
violate it.
Lesbian/ Gay Law Students

Union Dumps on Cellar
-

To the Editor:
Law students will be among
the big losers from the
Michigan Union Director's
decision to impose a 65% rent
increase on the University
Cellar, a student-run, non·
profit bookstore serving most
law students.
The University Cellar, as
few remember, was founded
twelve years ago , after
student protests over the excessive prices charged by
local private bookstores. Prior
lo the entry of the U. Cellar to
the Ann Arbor ma rket ,
discounts on S'chool needs
were virtually unknown . Since
the early 1970s, the studentrun U , Cellar has been proud
of its ability to deliver books
and other student needs at
prices discounted from 5 to
15% off suggested retail price.
The bookstore has been guided
by a student-dominated Board
of Directors. Tam nearing the
conclusion of my two•year
term on that Board. <Those
interested in filling my spot
should contact me.>
Frank Cianciola, Director of
the Michigan Union, has
decided to impose a 65% rent
increase on the U. Cellar . This
alone will cost students $50,000
that would otherwise be
devoted to lowering prices or
updating our equipment. To
make matters worse, Mr.
Cianciola has decided to force
the U. Cellar to move its store
to an adjacent location in the
basement of the Union. While
most reasonable landlords
would help pay for the cost of
a n imposed move on the
longest-term tenant in a
building, Mr. Cianciola is forcing the U. Cellar (students)
to bear the entire estimated
costs of the move- $350,000.
And to make matters still
worse, Mr. Cianciola is going
back on previous promises to

provide a "building shell" and
is now forcing the U. Cellar to
pay f~r a fire sprinkler system
and one-half the cost of
firewalls required in the
Michigan Union -instituted
building renovation .
So how does this affect you'!
The U. Cellar sells the over·
whelming majority of law
books- all at a 5% discount.
Without the U. Cellar, I can
assure you, there would be no
5% discount anywhere. And
now. with the Michigan
Union's financial impositions.
lhese discounts are in danger.
The U. Cellar could easily
pay for all of the above
charges if it could sell
Michigan souvenirs and insignia. These items provide
high margins, and, in fact , are
nationally recognized as the
main margin producers.
Notice how Follett's and
Ulrich's market insignia- you
can't miss their presentation.
$() why doesn't the U. Cellar
sell insignia? As you might
have guessed-Frank CianCiola insists on a unilateral
lease covenant prohibiting the
U.Cellar from selling such insignia items. Why? He thinks
he, a non-retailer, can sell
those items. Did you know he
and the Michigan Union have
been selling them for years?
Most people don't know this
either. That's why we. the U.
Cellar, have offered to
guarantee him any amount he
can show us would be a
reasonably attainable profit.
No, they say-fend for yourselves.
Your support is needed.
Come to the U. Cellar Board of
Directors meeting, Thurs.,
Oct. 29 and Nov. 12 at 5 pm on
the third floor of the Michigan
Uni.on. Write the Daily and tell
them that the University
should give your student-run

bookstore a chance to survi\'e.
Call Frank Cianciola in the
Michigan Union office. Your
s ilence today may lead to
silence where there is now a
s tud e nt-run, non-pr ofit
bookstore.
Richard Barr
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Opinion
THE NEW ADDITION

It's Pretty, But Does·It Work?
by Art Harris
The Law Quad hasn't looked this good
in years . The grass is back. The
sidewalks are fixed. The reading room
shines like new. Even the ·new library
addition looks pretty good. The only
problem is that it doesn't work.
The old Reading Room not only
looked good, but it was functional , too.
U you needed a book, you could usually
find it on the shelf. take it to a nearby
table. and do your research Once you
were finished , the book could be taken
from the table and reshelved. If the
book you needed wasn't on the shelf, a
quick inspection of lhe nearby table~
would usually turn up one of the copies.
In the new library. however. you'll be
lucky to find the book on the shelf. If
you find the book. then you can cart tt
back to your carrel, or use one or the
few tables or perhaps a lunch-counter
spot along one of lhe light wells. l! it's
not on the shelf. then you can try a
carrel-to-carrel search. but good luck
finding it since it could be in any one of
200 carrels . rt's like having our own un·
derground model of the MX missile
system.
In a Jaw library, lots of people need
quick access to lots of books, usually for
only a short penod of time. When
people cart away books to their own
carrels, they make tt that much harder
for everyone else. They may only need
the books for a short while, but they
deprive everyone else of access until
the books are reshelved- a process that

takes much longer when books are used
in individual carrels. No wonder thal so
many reporters can 't be found down in
the new library, despite the consolidation of several satellite collections .
Another obvious blunder is the new
refe rence b;ly on level S-2. One would
think that the architect and libra ry
staff would have learned from observ·
ing the crowding in the old reference
bay that more workspace was needed.
B!!t no, n:>t only did they fail to increase
the workspace substantially, but they
also added the Shepar~ and ALR's to
the same limited workspace. The
Shepards themselves used to take up a
whole table in the_ old Reading Room,
and now there are only two small desks
for using them II people are forced to
take Shepards and the other reference
material to another spot in the library.
they make it Lhat much tougher for
others who want to use those sources.
Two other design features also make
litUe sense. First, why in the w_orld
were open pay phones installed next to
the study carrels? Certainly there is
a_dequate space elsewhere in the
library- for example, by the elevator
landings a round the corner from where
they are now.
Second, the gap along the ra11ing
leading down to level S·l is not just a
joke- it's almost criminal. Granted.
nol many smaU children will be using
the law library, but why create an at·

tr active nuisance for those small
children who do come into the building?
Children are taught to hold handrails
for safety, but reaching out to hold this
handrail is anything but safe.
The old Reading Room is a masterpiece of Cine architecture. Not only pre
the woodwork, windows, and ceilings
beautifu!Jy crafted, but (at least un til
the new addition opened up) the room

included vending machines in the
lounge in lev el S-3, to a policy of absolutely no food and drink, enforced to
t,he point of confiscating coffee cups
from locked shelves in carrels.
The worst sign is probably the discon·
tinuing of the "suggestion book," in
which the library sta ff would comment
on a nd respond lo student criticisms.
The administra tion contends that they

::::::::::=:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The old Reading Room is a masterpiece of fine
architecture . . . the room fun ctions beautifully
too. Unfortunately the underground addition is
neither well-crafted nor particularly f unctional.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::

functioned beautifu!Jy too. Unfortunately, tbe underground addition is
neither well crafted nor particularly
functional. The next time you descend
from the old Reading Room into the underground addition take a look at the
blank paneling above the new stairwell,
and compare it with the intricate
scrollwork surrounding the rest of the
Reading Room. Look also at the carpeted floor moldings of the new addition
and see how poorly they wer e fitted.
My final complaint is not with the
library, but with the library administration. Perhaps my perceptions
are wrong, but I seem to ttetect a rise in
authoritativeness since the move into
the new addition. For example,
without any student input, the library
staff shifted from a plan that originally

have enough bugs to work out without
having to respond to students as well .
But no one is askmg them to respontl
'quickly. Sure, we know there are
problems to work out, but v. hy put on
deaf ears lo the comments of those who
actually have to use the hbrary?
The library may look great to those
visitors here just lO look around, but in
truth a library is only as good as the
services it provides to those who use it.
The library is here to serve the faculty.
students, and practitioners who depend
upon ready access to the library's excellent resources. Unfortunately. the
new library and library administration
seem to frustrate this purpose more
than advance 1t
The author

li"' thrrd J'l'flf student.

Cash Dash Causes Brain Drain
by Charle'> Meyer
The last few weeks I have heard an
amating number of rumors regarding
the Law School faculty Aside from the
expected departure of growmg num·
bers of older members, it appears as
though the school stands to lose several
of its teachers through want of salary
competitiveness. Indeed, last year
Professor Francis Allen deplored the
growing salary differential between
private practice and the academe.
Ma ny times it is a common mistake to
assume lhe present is a gradually
depreciating shadow of the past; and
certainly much of the curr ent in·
stability within the faculty Is a product
of norma l change.
But to a large extent the future is
fra ught with the danger that the School
might lose its most prectous asset : the
human capital invested in every member of the faculty. With some simplification, the Law School can be seen
as resting on three capital components.
The first is the most obvious : the
buildings. books, and support staff that
make the place a physical, working
reality. On a less obvious plane, there is
the educa tional product, which is a
form of capita l investment improving
the minds of students. The diversity
and r aw intelligence Qf the student body
have been an appreciating asset in

recent years, and while each student is
. merely potential. the number and
quality of employers wanting Michign
grads attests to the probability that the
potential is realized. Then there is the
faculty, the fifty or sixty teachers of the
law that breathe lawyering skills into
each student, and make the physical
plant an educational reality.
They ar e the " best and the brightest,"
represented by performance in law
school a nd publication thereafter. They
a re the seed corn that ensures that
Michigan Law School does its part, now
and in the future, to turning out a high·
quality legal pr oduct. And today. more
than ever , this leg of the School triad is
threatened.
The basic problem is that the private
sector, .which ultimately lives off the
academe's product, bas become very
lucrative. The salar ies of starting
lawyers in New York next year will
match that of several professors who
have been her e a decade. This puts
pressure on the ability of the School to
attract fine young recruits who are
needed to fill ga ps occasioned by
retirement. Why teach for $22,000 when
a person can work for government
for as much, work for a law firm for
much , much more, or teach a t
a nother law school and supplement the
income earned there with consulting

fees ? Professors, oo less tha n the rest
of humanity, are self-inter ested beings,
and a measure of financial security not
obtainable here may cause Michigan to
lose pr ospects. while each year mGre
older faculty from the pos t-war g'olden
years leave. The problem is exacer bated when law firms, acting in their
own narrow self-interest, make offers
that can't be refused to faculty mem·
bers.
Both indirectl y, through higher
salaries, a nd directly, through " headhunting," the priva te sector is giving us
an exam ple of the invisible ba nd in
action . Yet the market for professors,
potential a nd existing, is not a perfect
one wher e operation of the se lfish
economic motive at an individual level
will lead to the most optimal allocation
of resources. There are important exter nalities which must be accounted for in the educational field .
Adam Smith wit!, if left alone, lead to
the consumption of the seed corn from
• which future ha rvests of the legal
product will come. lt is the cla sSic conOict between short and long-run selfinter est.
The School needs the best faculty it
can get. Unlike many of my fellows, I
believe class time is immensely important. The stature of Michigan's faculty,
aside from influencing the qua.lity of the

education obtained here, will also
redound upon the reputation the School
has nationally. And that. ultimaleJy.
will be reflected in the employment
market.
Ah yes. you say, but that is on up the
road a ways. It won't matter to me,
since I will be long gone. Possibly. But
this is a cynic's view of education ; selfinterest in its least a ppealing guise. The
fa ct is the problem is growing, a nd the
alumni of the Law School will have to
start upon another capital investment
progr a m . Only this time the end
product will not be tangible, a s is the
library . lt will be reflected in the at·
tracltveness or the Law School as a
place to teach bright minds to come
The creation of endowed chairs with
generous compensation will solve the
brain drain problem. as well as provide
recognition to retiring faculty that a
life's work is re membered. Perhaps,
too, Adam Smilh can be put to good use
by letting the market for consulting
ser vices s upplement professors '
salaries. To the extent Ann Arbor is out
of lhe mainstream, a desirable expenditure may lie tn the crealton of an electronic conference center hooking the
Law School to firms. corporations,
and/ or the government.
Thtt author IS a sefond year swdtnt.
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Arts
MusiCal Fads Follow Mayflower
by Jon Kurtzman

It seems that every few weeks a new
music fad sweeps in from England. In
the '60s, the ...British invasion" transformed '50s and early ' 60s rock and roll
In the late 70s, punk music revitalized a
genre which was stilled by over arrangement .and
which was
degenerating into bad dance music.
Then came " New Wave," then ska ,
then white reggae, then "ant music,"
whatever that is, and creeping up the
charts in England this month is . . .
To the average American music consumer, England may appear to be a
hotbed of innovation, a place where
every underprivileged teen can pick up
a guitar and find an unclaimed musical
niche. Compared to American rock, the
British are innovative and one may
argue that these innovations have
provided the foundation for almost all
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American rock music of the past 15
yea.r s.
The influence of British music is
really an indicator of how hard the
times are there and of bow much stress
that society is under . It's a well
conceded point that stress or pressure
leads to creation, that a society with its
baclno the wall reaches down into its
true fabric and concocts some of its
greatest achievements. Britain since
the early 1960s has been a society which
is crumbling. Even the beloved Beatles
derived much of their inspiration from
the more violent musical forms which
lower-class, Engiish factory society
was developing.
'
When the first wave of the " British
invasion" of the '60s hit, it landed in a
vacuum ; America was immersed in
sleepy-bye culture. It was dull here ; the
excitement of Elvis and Chuck Berry
had worn off and we were overloaded
with groups like the Ronettes and
made-up idols like Fabian. We took
what the English offered, but by the
time it hit J imi Hendrix and the J effer."
son Airplane, it was all American. The
British made it easy for us, because the
music which made it over here was
largely stripped of its angry social con·
tent. America wasn' t forced to take
English pr.oblems to heart, just the
back beat.
Compare the failure of punk to take
hold in this country with the success of.
the '60s. Putting aside the inherent
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quality or Jack of quality of punk, it dif.
fers from British music of the '60s in
that it puts its social message right out
front. The message is, in fact, its whole
reason for being. The problem is that
Americans don't care about the Queen,
don't understand what queuing up for
the dole is-even though we have
welfare, the average white thinks it's
for blacks-and aren't concerned with
class warfare.
When America developed the British
sounds of the ' 60s into a vibrant and
diverse form of music, the process was

at least, of being unhappy- that's a far
cry from the attitude of early English
punkers that there isn't a job waiting
and there's no way not to fa il .
"New Wave" music is too diverse to
be discussed as having a single
psychological impulse. A large portion
of it is an extension of disco, the
message that people a re plastic, cogs in
great machines. This movement is a
natural outgrowth of trying to make it
in society ; it reveals the inner fear that
you give up your soul to succeed.
Another portion of "New Wave" is the

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::;:::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

To the average American music consumer, England may appear to be a hotbed of innovation,
a place where every underprivileged teen can pick
·up a guitar and find an unclaimed musical niche.
:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

one of working back to discover the
roots of our own discontent. Anger
among British youth at that time ·was
focused on the impossibility of getting
anything, of how the lousy class system
makes it hard to get a head. In this
country, the anger was or became more
forthright : why is the white man stepping on us? Why do I have to kill or be
killed? Why can't there be change for
the better?
·
At the time when British youth were
sullen but still peaceful, the American
youth and its music scene came te
question AI,Tierica. Jimi Hendrix at
Woodstock with his 'electric version of
"The Star-Spangled Banner" threw
America the same challenge that
England fina lly received in 1977 when
the Sex Pistols came out with " Anarc)ly
in the U.K."
Americans took punk a nd turned it or
tuned it into "New Wave." By the late
' 70s, we had grown ultra-<:oncerned with
ourselves and punk wasn't enough to
satisfy our needs. When you're trying to
get a job, the last thing you want to hear
is that there aren't any. When you're
trying to make it in society, the last
thing you want to hear is that your
society sucks. Pun.k appeaJed mostly to
American kids who were afraid of going
out in the big world, afraid of failing or,

revival of rock and roll, old style. A
third and the most disturbing portion is
the true American burned-out, disaffected music that is coming from Los
Angeles.
The revival of rock and roll fads isn 't
too disconcerting, in that they remind
one of people waiting for something to
happen. If times improve, the music
will get happier. If times get worse,
there will be anger . The new Los
Angeles sound, on the other hand, is the
end of the road- if it's real. Never
before have American kids trumpeted
the demise of opportunity and that's
scary.
The question is then, where do we go
from here? One can be sure that the '
English haven't lost their touch and that
a new, more appealing sound will be
winging its way over here shortly. But
there are a number of loose ends that
only time will tie together : will
Amer ican music continue to develop a
dark, threatening side? Will the emphasis on early rock and roll forms lead
to a new rock synthesis or will it lead to
disillusionment? To make a prediction
of sorts, to find the next big sound,
listen for British rock music that
doesn't threciten-maybe you'll find th~
newBeaUes.
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Sports
MNDC Dunlp Faculty
The recently formed Law School Faculty Softball team opened their season
in disappointing style last week, snatching defeat from the jaws of victory at
the bands of the Monday Night
Drinking Club <MNDC>.
The MNDC, a team of second-year
law students who traditionally imbibe
on Thursday nights, got off to a slow
start. The Drinkers were shut down
early by the unusual pitching style of
faculty ace Yale Kamisar. Kamisar ,
backed by a tight defense anchored by
shortstop Lee Bollinger, third baseman
Mike Rosenzweig, shortfielder Alex
Aleinjkoff, and centerfielder Sam
" Golden Wheels" Estep, held the
students scoreless through four innings.
Kamisar effectively intimidated the
Drinkers with his unique "exclusiOnary' style. Whatever nits the
students did manage were disallowed
as wrongfully obtained.
Faculty hopes for a blowout and a
shut out for Yale were dashed in the elCciting fifth inning, when the Drinkers
laid to rest the rumors that they were
throwing the game in return for grades.

Manager Jim Greenberger setUed
down his team and they responded by
tagging the frustrated Kamisar and his
colleagues for nine big runs and forging
into the lead. Carl VaUenstein, Bill .
Brennan, and Rob Cepero keyed the atLack. The· faculty gamely refused to go
to their bullpen and pinch hit for
Kamisar, and it cost them . The
Drinkers tagged Yale for five more in
the sixth and tightened up defensively
behind the pitching of Barb Austin to
hand the faculty what must have been a
most galling defeat.
The Drinkers · naturally repaired to
Dominick 's afterwards, and Vince
Blasi a nd Alex Aleinikoffcame along to
toast the "Champions of the West" and
talk of a remalch.
Everyone had a great time. and the
Drinkers raise their glasses to Alex
Aleinikoff and Mike Rosenzweig, who
came up with the idea, and all the
professors who came out and played.
Rumor has 1l that Yale and Co. stand
ready to lake on any team more gradehungry than the ill-fated Drinkers.

. Sports in Short
The Blaraza (combined BALSA and
La Raza team> football team defeated
the highly rated Law Dogs in firstround playoff action last Sunday mght.
The Law Dogs were soundly trounced
12- 8 earlier in the regular season by the
same Blaraza team but proved to be
much tougher the second Lime around.
In the playoff game, excellent defenses
for both teams kept the score at o-o and
only 2 first downs per team at the end of
regulation play.
ln the overtime period, each team
was given 4 alternating opportunities to
move the ball starting from the 50 yard
line, with the overall net yardage gain
determining the winner . Two key

passes by Blaraza quarterback John
Hollingsworth along with help from the
unyielding defense pushed the Law
Dogs further into their own territory A
Blaraza penalty actually gave the Law
Dogs 5 offensive plays to regain or surpass the ground gained from only 3
Blaraza downs. A final desperation
pass by the Law Dogs fa1led .
Na lly Dread wound up its regular
season with a 1&-0 victory over the 9-0
Silks, a medical school team. The
Dread played without three starters but
gave a strong performance anyway,
and sent its opponents home to suture
their wounds.
John Plotkin played virtually every

..
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Sports Poll

John Witri won the Sports Poll of Octob~r 28 with a 17- 3 recor~ to edge the 16-4
record of Drema Kalajian, who has been the most consistent picker of the fall :
near-misses have kept her from Laking the big prize, however. Jim Aret.akis
was Loser of the Week with a lowly 7- 13 record.
This week's Sports Poll has no fill-in-the-blank mystery teams. Circle the
teams you think will beat the point spread and drop your entry in the Sports Poll
box on the t.able outside Room 100 by noon on Saturday, November 14. The winner will receive a coupon for one free pitcher of beer at RICK'S AMERICAN
CAFE at 611 Church Street right here in Ann Arbor.
Carolina at Virginia (l7 'f.e)
Alabama ( 41,-2) at Penn Slate
Kentucky (9 1h) at Florida
Southern Miss. (5 1h) at Fla. St.
Auburn (l6•k) at Georgia
Michigan at Purdue Cll 'h >
Miss. St. at LSU (10112)
Iowa at Wisconsin ( 2 l,.z)
Mississippi ( 8 ~) at Tennessee
Minnesota at Mich. State O'h)
Oklahoma at Missoura (5 1"z)
Indiana ClO'h ) at Illinois
Colorado Cl612> at Ka nsas
Northwestern <32~) at Ohio Slate
So. Cal. at Washington <81121
Yale at Princeton ( 8L:! > '
Oregon (9"2) at Stanford
Maryland 02"2 ) at Clemson
Arizona State <3•;z ) at UCLA
_., N.C.State atDuke (1 1,2)
Tiebreaker: How much total yardage will Anthony Car ter pick· up against
Purdue <runs. passing, return yardage>? _ __
Name ___________________________________ Phone __________
~

~

position on the field and led the defense.
Pilling gaps left by missing personnel ,
Strehlow, Randall, Potter. Boyle ,
Lieberman, and Ludwig also shifted
assignments during the game. The
Dread defense has permitted its opponents to score only three times in two
years and has scored three TD's and
two safeties of its own to score more
points than it has surrendered over the
last two seasons.

First-year student Chris Wu set a
state record in Essexville last week by
bowling an m series <278-299-300 ) in h1s
Jast three qualifying games in the
Bonanza Michigan Majors Bowling
Association
Tournament.
The
American Bowling Congress, however,
may not certify his score because four
other 300 games were rolled.
The SI,OOO first prize shouJd help
Chris Cight off the effects of innation

INTRODUCTION TO
WINE APPRECIATION
WiJJiam D. Ellis and-Kevin C. Randall, accredited wine instructors,
are once again (and for the last time) offering their famous- eightweek wine seminar .

WOLVERINEDEN
PIZZERIA'

Registration for students, faculty,
staff. and others will be held in front
of Room 100 Wednesday (11118) and ,
Thursday (/1/19) betWI!I'II 12:00 tllld
1:00 p.m. The cost will be $6 per
week ($48 total), payablt at registra·
uon. As Room JJ6 only holds 70
people. enrollment will be strictly
on a first -pay . first-enrolled basis.

1201 S. University and Church
Ann Arbor

769-8364

We Serve Breakfas t , Lunch, and Dinner.
We Specialize In PIZZA , Regular and Sicilian.

R€GENC.YTRAV€L INC.
FACTORY
CLOSEOUTS
Swimwea r ,
Footwear,
Body wear
663 b7-1

STAFF
FACULTY '
STUDENTS
Individuals or Groups / Domestic or International
MAJOR C_REDIT CARDS HONORED
" we con arrange ;ob interview flight for you "
HOTELS • CAR RENTALS • CRUISES

406 E. Liberty

CALL

2 blocks off State St

665-6122

-

"Satisfying Your Full Trove! Needs with Friendly Personalized Service''
Convenient Locution:

601 E. William

(CORNER E. WilliAM & MAYNARD)

ANN ARIOR

)

.

.r-"1

~ ;~;)
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Viewfrom the Jury Box

by Pete.r Swiecicki
I joined my peers recenUy in donning
blue a nd grey suits and missing sever al
classes, but not in order to sit in an interviewing chair. Insteak, I served
thr ee weeks of jury duty at the
Washtenaw County Courthouse.
" J ury duty l" my friends excJaimed.
" But lawyers can't serve on juries."
Yes, they can (at least in Michigan).
and so can law students. So, in response
to a summons, r found myself sitting in
the courthouse jury assembly room
with several hundred other people one
Monday morning waiting to hear a case
and enjoy a unique experience.
The "yellow" panel to which I had
been assigned was soon called, and on
entering the courtroom I star ted getting
nervous just as I had when I first
r epresented a client in the clinical
Ja w progra m . Surprisingly, I had dea lt
with the prosecutor in this breaking and
entering case while I was in clinic.
When peremptor y challenges were
made, the prosecutor excused me and 1
returned to join the diminishing cr owd
in the assembly room.
Fortunately, I was called again, this
time to a courtroom with a prosecutor
unknown to me. However, I didn't get
seated as one of the 13 jurors, and it was
onJy when a juror was excused that my
number was called. Neither the attorneys nor the judge asked a bout my
background. and while the prosecutor
continued challenging jurors as if be
wer e hitting targets in a shooting
gallery. he somehow missed me. To my
disbelief, I was empaneled and told to
return Wednesday afternoon for the
start of the trial.
The defendant was charged with
aiding and abetting an armed robbery.
The prosecutor's opening statement
outlined the elements of the offense; the
defense attorney surprisingly waived
his opening. Another surprise occurred
when .one eyewitness didn't testify as

.

expected, and a police officer was
caJJed to impeach him . I found myself
trying to remember my trial practice
and-evidence in order to second-guess
the attorneys, but I wasn't ver y successful.
All the testimony was concluded that
afternoon. and the jury wa s dismissed
to r eturn the next morning for the
closing a rguments and· deliberation.
Unable to study, 1 kept reviewing the
facts in my mind. The victim ' s
testimony had a lot of holes , but the
defendant ha d testified and essentially
corrobor ated the victim's story except
for what happened at the moment of the
alleged robbery. I tentatively felt I had
a reasonable doubt as to the defendant's guilt, but I eagerly awaited the
next day's activities.
The prosecutor gave a good closing,
the defense attorn~y less so. When the
judge r ead the jury instructions, each
sentence was compr ehensible, since I
had seen them before, but they were
altogether too much to ·remember :
What are the elements of the crime?
Wha t is intent? What is reasonable
doubt? Fortunately, a copy of the instructions was a llowed in the jury
room, and we did use them .
The jury room was painted, freshly
at least, in a bland yellow favor ed by
government offices. Magazines lined
the room for whiling away hours, and
an ugly "American Gothic" graced the
wall. We sat around a big formica
woodgr ain table and listened to two
nOJsy toilets a nd a loud ventilator
overhead: The atmosphere is designed
to hasten decisionmaking.
My fellow jurors did a good job of
focusing on what I believed was the
main issue-was the defendant participating or just observing at the time
the robbery occurred? Of course, we
discussed numerous secondary issues,
from traffic patterns to crap games.
Points were raised am:t arguments

made that I had ignored, which increased my faith in a process that
assumes that twelve perspectives might
a pproach a closer approximation of the
truth than just one.
After starting out evenly split, we
fiiJally reached a verdict on the second
day of deliber ation: not guilty. The key
factor proved to be the lack of
specificity as to what the defendant was

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::~:=:::::::::::::::::=:::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::

I don ,t believe my being a la w student had any
influence on my f ellow j urors, judgments. A jury
is charged with determining the facts, not the law,
a skill in which the legal profession certainly has
no monopoly.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
doing at the time the robbery occurred.
Although there was plenty of evidence
as to what the defendant did before and
after, there wasn't enough as to what he
did then. We had a reasonable doubt.
The prosecutor's burden is difficult
because of the flexibility of the
reasonable doubt standard. Even if the
best explanation of the facts is that a
defendant committed a crime, a
reasonable doubt can still exist as to
that " best" explanation. The defense
has many trump cards to play, and the
flexibility of standards such as
reasonable doubt and intent is
something a good advocate should·
utilize fully .
The deliberations caused me to form
other conclusions about the trial: how
important it is to speak loudly and
clearly, and how often lawyers forget to
do so; how important it is to recognize
the crucial issues in a case and hammer
away at them incessanlly, so that a jury
won't forget them during the course of
its deliberations.
Don't be afraid to change strategy in
mid-tr ial if circumstances warrant. If

Law in the Raw
Wide Berth
The Washington Legal Community was reportedly bracing itself for the annual meeting there of
the ABA Litigation Section, reputed to be the hardest partiers in the organized bar. The 'Gators had
a lrea dy missed one filing deadline,. however , when
the White House demurred to a requested afternoon
tea with the First Lady for the lawyers' spouses
because the request was not " timely enough."
-Legal Times of Washington, N ovem ber 2, 1981

A rumor is circulating in ·the corridors of the Civil
Rights Division of the J.ustice Depa rtment concerning a somewhat embarrassing case of mista ken
identity. It seems that a black deputy section chief
who strolled into the office of Assistant A. G. Bradfor d Reynolds was asked by a Reynolds aide to
deliver some envelopes down the ha ll.
- Legal Times of Washington, October 26, 1981

'

signal to the jury that it is the opposing
counsel who doesn't want them to hear
certain evidence, you're way ahead.
Exhibits require a lot of explanation
for jUrors to place much weight on
them. Don't just settle for a statement
that a photo is a fai r and accurate
representation. Find out why. Go over
the details in the photo as they relate to
the witness' evidence, a nd explain
away any confusing details. Ma ~e sure
witnesses ' pretrial statements a re
composed and signed individually, not
collectively, because separate statements make it less believqble that one
witness simply assented to another's
statement. Such assents are easily
discounted by jurors eager to fi nd
weaknesses in your case. After my experience on this jury, I
was challenged ilnd excused in all the
other cases to which I was called.
However. I don't believe my being a
Jaw student had any influence on my
fellow jurors' judgments. A jury is
charged with determining the facts, not
lbe law, a skill in which the legal
profession certainly bas no monopoly.

Compiled by Matthew Kiefer

Stand Up and Be Coun ted
When the Finance Committee at Georgetown Law
School proposed to raise next year 's tuition to
$7 , 122, the school's student government didn't take
the news lying down. By acclamation, the Student
Ba r Association passed a resolution opposing any
tuition increase at a ll, citing last year 's record 17%
increase and the tightening of government student
loan requirements.
- Georgetown Law Weekly. October 26, 1981

Downward Mobility

Stuff It

the defense attorney had decided not to
have the defendant testify a fter the
eyewitness changed his testim ony, our
deliberations probably would have been
much easier. Sticking to his or iginal
plan nearly proved disastrous to his
client's case.
Jurors think attorneys are dumb for
not asking certain questions or trying to
obtain certain evidence. If you can

Former Ohio Congressman Wayne Hays Is no
quitter. Following his 1976 resignation, a fter 28
years in Congress, when his amorous adventures
with Elizabeth Ray were exposed to public view,
Hays won a term in the Ohio House. Voted out of
that office last November , the irrepr essible Hays
has just won e lection to yet another post- the
Belmont <Ohio) County Board of Education.
- New York Times. November5. 1981

..

Fifth Day
Campbell contestants may be interested to know
that voters in Caribou, Maine have soundly defeated
a proposa l to require the city's public schools to
teach creationism along with evolution.
- New York Times, November 5, 1981

Res Judicata
SEC Chairman J ohn Shad, a ddressing a recent
corporate counsel meeting in Chicago, must have
wondered why the laughter at his opening joke
sounded so mocking. Unbeknownst to him , the
previous speaker had opened with the exact same
joke a few moments earlier.
- Lega l Times of Washington, Octo5er 26, 1981

Quote of the Week
" Life on the Court would have been a lot simpler
for me if I had no colleagues at all." - Potter
Stewart, quoted in Rolling Stone on a P.lan to increase the Supreme Court's membership.

